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1. Avoid washing hair for 48 hours after application

2. To maintain warranty and quality of your Seamless1 extensions, use products from the 

    approved S1 range

3. Do not use any shampoo that contains oils and or silicones and preferably sulphate free 

    options (if you decide not to use the S1 Range) Please remember the S1 range has been 

    formulated especially for extensions. PLEASE NOTE: Seamless1 South Africa cannot take 

    responsibility for wrong advise given by your stylist to you regarding after care products. 

    All stylists have the full knowledge about our products.

4. Cutting, colouring and the use of colour shampoo on the extensions, void the warranty.

5. Do not apply conditioners, treatment and or serums to or near the tapes to prevent slippage

6. It is your responsibility to apply our Seamless1 serum and or leave in cream on a daily basis. 

    Preferably twice a day, minimum once a day.

7. The serum may be used on wet or dry hair, please note, if serum is not used, extensions will 

    dry out as the extensions do not have roots and our bodies feed our natural hair daily, 

    however they cannot feed the extensions as they do not have roots. Applying the S1 serum 

    daily is vital for optimal use of the extensions.

8. If swimming, apply S1 leave in cream or S1 serum, tie or braid your hair. After swimming rinse 

    off your hair and reapply S1 leave in cream or S1 serum. Avoid chlorine water to protect your 

    colour and condition of the extensions. Salt water is extremely drying for hair. Same procedure

    for sea water as the above.

9. Brush your extensions with the S1 care brush or a detangler, 3 times a day, gently holding the 

    tapes while brushing for less pressure on your natural hair

10. Do not leave your hair wet and tie it up, this will be too heavy for your natural hair and can 

    also cause the tapes to curl up at the ends as well as cause slippage.

11. A heat protector is an absolute MUST. Do not blow dry, iron or curl your hair without a 

    thermal protector applied. If you do not use a Heat Protector your hair will dry out and it can 

    also affect the colour (Exactly the same as your natural hair). Do not apply heat onto your 

    tapes/panels. If excessive heat is used on the hair, Seamless1 will not be held liable.

12. We recommend to have your extensions removed and reapplied between 6-10 weeks 

     (depending on hair grow)

13. Ask your stylists for tips on how to style your hair

14. After washing and or swimming make sure you only brush your hair when its 90% dry, do 

     not brush your hair when its wet,

to avoid unnecessary pulling on your natural hair

15. Tie your hair up when you sleep to avoid pulling at the tapes during the night.

16. We recommend to purchase a silk pillow case for a softer wear while you are sleeping

17. LOVE YOUR HAIR – YOU LOOK GORGEOUS

THESE GUIDELINES MUST BE 

FOLLOWED FOR ULTIMATE RESULTSAFTER CARE
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